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TH E INTERVI E W
(interviewer: Ivo (I), interviewee: Saretta (S))

I: We are here with Saretta Khan today, a young artist and
a member of Progress Place who has shared a few of her
pieces in this issue of Progress Report. Hi Saretta!
S: Hi!
I: I love the art pieces you’ve chosen to share with us
here, and would like to ask you more about them as well
as yourself as an artist. How would you introduce yourself
as an artist?
S: Hi, my name is Saretta. I was born and raised in Toronto. Most of my work is inspired by nature and the people
around me. I love walking around downtown and looking
at architecturally interesting buildings and the people in
the streets. I have an interest in photography as well, so I
may take pictures of scenarios that I find interesting and
may use those photos later for my art pieces.
I am currently studying at George Brown College. I’m in
my second year of the graphic design program. I hope to
learn more skills to eventually become a freelance artist
and designer. That is my goal.
I: When did you get involved in art?

S: No, I went to regular high school and then got accepted to George Brown. I studied a foundation program for
one year, and in the middle of it got accepted to graphic
design. So, I have not finished foundation yet (laughs). I’m
doing two programs at once.
I: Is that stressful?
S: Not really, because foundation is more art based and
fun so it’s not stressful. Design requires more focus.
I: Do you find you still have time to engage in art while
still completing your school assignments?
S: I try to stay creative, but when I’m so busy with design
work it’s hard to find the time .
I: I hope that one day you’re able to bring your passion for
design and for art together. What do you hope to achieve
with these in the future?
S: I want to be a freelance designer and work with anyone
who is looking to design a new branding system, needs
illustration, magazine design, or anything else.

S: I was really young. I used to watch my mom paint. She
is a poet and a painter, so I saw her being creative all the
time and it inspired me. She didn’t teach me, I just
learned by observing her. I started myself when I was
eight years old and going to art school in Bangladesh. I
was born in Toronto but lived in Bangladesh with my
grandparents from age five to eight. One of my works got
submitted for a competition in Egypt. Apparently I ended
up second or third, but I was in Canada by that time so I
never got to pick up my prize (laughs).

I: I would love to see some of your future design work.
Maybe you can share some of them one day with us
here?

I: Oh no! (laughs)

I: How about this one (image 1)?

S: I was nine and back in Toronto with my dad when they
tried to get in touch with me; they had no idea where I
was. My aunt went to the same art school in Bangladesh
so she got to keep the prize (laughs). Anyway, I returned
to Toronto because I had better future opportunities
here. There you have to pay for school and tutors so it’s
more difficult.

S: I drew that this year when I visited Bangladesh. We’re
from the city but also have some property in the village. I
walked around and saw women everywhere with interesting hair and unique ear pieces. I started sketching and
playing around with markers and drew this woman.

S: Yeah, that would be great!
I: Ok! Well, I’m curious about the visual art pieces you’ve
submitted here for us. Can we talk about those?
S: Yes.

I: Did you continue with art school here in Toronto?
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I: It does feel like a darker image. And it’s not always easy
to interpret what some of the shapes are.
S: Yeah, she’s like in the upside down world in Stranger
Things (laughs).

I MAG E TWO

IMAGE ON E
S: She was at the farm helping out with the cows and the
goats. The village was very quiet and simple. Not at all
like Taka – the city. There it’s polluted and very overcrowded. It’s too much for me. That’s why I spent most of
my time in the village. It was fun.
I: Did the woman actually pose for you?
S: No, she just sat in the corner and I sketched her.
I: Well good thing you had markers with you so we get to
see this drawing today. How about this one (Image 2)?
S: This is an imprint from another drawing that I did. I
made a drawing in crayon and strongly pressed a second
piece of paper on it to make the imprint. There’s a woman
in the middle sitting and looking out at people.
I: What inspired you to draw this image?
S: This piece is emotional for me. When I’m depressed, I
use darker colours to express it. There’s a woman in the
middle isolating herself.
I: So this reflects how you were feeling at the time?

I: And what’s this one (Image 3)?
S: That’s another woman from the village done in oil
pastel. There were plantain leaves everywhere, and it
inspired me. This one’s definitely more happy.
I: It definitely comes across as more vibrant and colourful.
Is that how you were feeling then?
S: Yeah (smiles).
I: And here’s another colourful image of three females
(Image 4). Can you tell me a bit about this one?

S: Yeah.
I: Do your moods and your mental health enter a lot into
your artwork?
S: Yeah, they do.
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“I think expressing something
on paper can be a great way
to cope with mental illness.
It’s like a relief.”

IMAGE T HREE

S: I was expressing how I was feeling at that time –
anxious, clueless, and kind of angry. Blue, purple and
orange. I was upset.
I: Do those colours evoke those feelings for you?
S: Yeah. Orange is anger.
I: It seems you find inspiration even in times when you
are not feeling well. Would you recommend art to
people who are dealing with anxiety, depression, or
other mental health issues?
S: I think expressing something on paper can be a
great way to cope with mental illness. It’s like a relief.
You start with whatever is on your mind, and when you
finish it’s like it’s done. I’m over it. It’s gone! It can help
release bad feelings for me.
I: And is this piece an homage to Toronto (Image 5)? I
see the Parliament bus and the familiar street architecture. What’s the story of this one?

I MAG E F O U R

S: It’s near King and Parliament. This is actually near my
campus and I’m always walking down that way. I was
in my photography class taking random pictures, and I
saw a bus that had this great reflection and it got me
so interested. I took a couple of pictures and this
painting is a reference to my photography. I sketched it
and I used gouache as a type of medium. It’s almost
like acrylic and water colour and they’re really opaque.
I just used one layer and it was done. You don’t have to
do layers and layers. That’s why I like gouache.
I: It’s really great! I could see a Torontonian hanging
this in their living room. What a nice piece. And is this
one a self-portrait (Image 6)?
S: Yeah. It’s like I’m meditating in it. It’s really calm and
relaxing. I’m in a zone.
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I MAG E F I V E

I MAG E S E V E N

S: Yeah. I may have been inspired by Edgar Alan
Poe’s Raven.
I: It’s another great piece.
S: Thank you.

I MAG E S I X

I: It looks like a good zone in which to be!
S: It is.
I: And here’s a black and white portrait (Image 7)?
S: Yeah, that’s me. I love nature, so I wanted to
incorporate myself into nature – the vines coming
out of my hair and the birds pecking on my head. I
had mixed emotions when I made this drawing.

I: Now, we’ve looked at all the works you’ve brought
us. I’m sure you have a lot more great material. I
know you’re busy with doing design work nowadays, but do you still find inspiration for art? What
inspires you these days?
S: Nature and portraits. I love drawing portraits, or
abstract form, or something I can scribble in like 5
minutes.
I: Do you set time side to do art or do you do it
whenever it comes to you?
S: I do a lot of illustration at home. A 5 or 10 minute
quick sketch and then I get back to my assignments.

I: It is a bit mysterious.
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“Yeah, you don’t have to
be like Van GoGh or
Picasso. You can just
be yourself. I have
friends that have said
‘I can’t draw. I can’t do
this.’ They just want to
be perfect, but you don’t
have to be perfect.”
S: I try to draw every day. It doesn’t happen every day but
I try. Once I’m inspired I just go for it!
I: Do you find that it’s a good break?
S: Yeah, it’s a way to relieve anxiety and stress.
I: What would you say, if anything, to any young aspiring
artists or designers that might be dealing with mental
issues? What words would you have for them?
S: Don’t think that it’s complicated - just go for it! I feel like
some people may say, “I can’t draw so I don’t want to
draw.” It doesn’t matter what level of skill you have, you
can always draw whenever you want.
I: That sounds good! I think that will encourage everyone.
S: Yeah, you don’t have to be like Van Gogh or Picasso. You
can just be yourself. I have friends that have said, “I can’t
draw. I can’t do this.” They just want to be perfect, but you
don’t have to be perfect.
I: I imagine a lot of the art is in the process, not just the
product.
S: Yeah, and you can practice every day. But don’t push
too much. Do it when it comes to you.
I: That sounds great. Thank you so much for sharing all of
this with us, Saretta.
S: You are very welcome, Ivo.
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Transitional Employment
playing
field
stepping stone to
better
- BY KARMA J.
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Tep Made me view my job
experience in a new light
I’m sure that all of us as Progress Place have certain aspirations and a desire to do better than our current situation.
And I’m also sure that all of us have experienced our own
unique hurdles and challenges on our way to achieving
those goals, whether they be physical/mental health issues,
lack of experience, or what may sometimes seem like plain
old rotten luck. Well, the TEP - or Transitional Employment Program for those of you who don’t know - at Progress Place is here to help smooth out the playing field for
you on the job market, and to help ease your transition into
independent employment. TEP is a paid (part-time)
employment opportunity that helps people in need of
support to receive experience within the job environment
while also receiving moral support and job coaching. I like
to think of it as a stepping stone to getting what you
ultimately want your career/job situation to look like. The
following article is kind of an endorsement for TEP, as it
describes the benefits of going through TEP and also
provides a brief account of my own experience at my
current TEP.
Firstly, let me start with my prior experiences in the workforce. I personally experienced a lot of social anxiety in my
past jobs, and because of my spotty job history, I found it
rather difficult to land a job in the first place. I also applied
to the wrong jobs - mostly fast-paced, customer service-oriented jobs like cashier or bussing that require heavy interaction and customer-service skills, because advertisements
for these jobs were much easier to come by. When I did
manage to get the job, my job performance was always
negatively impacted by my social anxiety, even though I
tried to make up for it by working hard and being a good
employee overall. As a result, I dreaded going to work and
was often unhappy with my job. This was before I applied
to TEP.
TEP made me view my job experience in a new light. My
first TEP position was working as a File Clerk at the LHIN
(Local Health Integrated Network) once a week, and my
experience has been very positive. A File Clerk is kind of an
ideal job for me at the moment as I prefer jobs that depend
primarily on technical skills rather than communication.
And since sorting documents is a relatively simple and
repetitive task, requiring only attention to detail and
accuracy, most people get the hang of it within weeks, if not
earlier (if you’re that good). This is important because when
you do well at a job, you feel confident and competent and
it makes you feel good about yourself overall.

While most people may potentially feel bored by such a
mundane task, I actually enjoy the routine aspect of the job.
There is a meditative quality to it when you are simply
involved in sorting and arranging documents. I also love
that I get to work independently by myself with no intrusions; I even have my own window overlooking the street.
Also, I am never in a rush. I am allowed to sort the documents at a steady pace so it’s not as anxiety provoking.
The larger work environment at LHIN is also very warm
and welcoming. Although my job does not require me to
interact with the rest of the office, I have exchanged a few
words with some of my coworkers and most of them seem
like they are very friendly and kind people. Both of my
bosses, Natasha and Kelly, are very kind and make sure
that I am doing well and that that I don’t need any assistance.
More generally speaking, TEP is a great way to obtain
experience and get your foot in the door of the larger job
market. The skills picked up or practiced during employment also instill confidence and create motivation to do
take on more challenging tasks - perhaps even encourage
one to embark upon independent employment. In addition,
engaging in productive work can increase self-esteem and
provide structure to those who are unemployed, lonely, or
lack a sense of purpose. For those of you who are unsure,
have no experience, or are daunted by the prospect of
throwing yourself into the workforce full tilt, TEP serves as
a medium between joblessness and independent work.
Moreover, the support you get from your Progress Place
TEP manager is really helpful, especially early on in the
TEP when everything is unfamiliar and you’re just trying to
find your footing. At any time during the TEP period, if
you are unsure of something or encounter an issue, you can
always speak with your them and they will pay you a visit
and explain any inquiries and support you as needed.
Currently, I am working as a Mailroom Associate at
Raymond James, which also has been a learning experience. Perhaps I will write about that in my next TEP
article. I am also currently two courses into an accounting
diploma. My next professional goal after finishing the
mailroom position is to get a part-time job as an accounting
assistant or a bookkeeper. I hope that I was able to motivate
some of you reading this to either apply for a job, go back
to school, or find other ways to challenge yourself and
venture into new territory. I am sure that you will find the
experience meaningful, and that you will learn and grow
from it. I wish all of you the best, and I hope that you
eventually achieve all of the goals that you set out for
yourself.
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THE COMBAT ART OF OKICHITAW:
David’s black belt test and journey to better mental and physical health
Interviewer: Christine C. (C)
Interviewee: David Q. (D)

C: Can you tell us your name, please?
D: My name is David Que.
C: What is the award you won?
D: What I completed was my Black Belt Test in
a martial art called Okichitaw, and this happened
on March 21st, 2018. I completed my test, and
then a couple of days later I received my belt.
C: Congratulations!
D: Thank you.
C: Can you describe this sport?
D: Sure. Okichitaw is an indigenous combat
martial art. It was created by the teacher, Master
George Lepine. It is based on old combat
techniques, weapon techniques, Indian wrestling,
and some of the teacher’s own experience because he has a diverse background in Martial
Arts. He achieved a fifth degree Black Belt in Tai
Kwon Do, and used to compete for the Canadian
Olympic Tai Kwon Do team. So, he has an extensive Martial Arts background, and his teachers
encouraged him to pursue his roots with the help
of the community. It is not like just one person
who is kind of using the native culture to slap it
on to martial arts. It’s not generic. It’s authentic
because he did a lot of research and he has the
backing of the community. It’s something I enjoy
a lot and feel it’s a very rewarding martial art.

C: Amazing. Thank you. How long have you done
this martial art?
D: I have been practicing Okichitaw for three
years now.
C: Wow, and what was involved in earning your
black belt distinction?
D: To earn the black belt, the test was comprised
of three parts. The first part was something called
wrist wrestling, where you would be sitting on the
knees facing a partner and then you will be both
holding each other’s wrists and do a count of three.
Then the aim was to touch your opponent’s shoulder
while preventing them from touching your own. This
would simulate knife combat where they’re trying
to get you and you’re trying to get them. You would
face five opponents in a row and you rest in
between. You will face one opponent hopefully trying
to win. If not, that’s OK. You won’t fail for not
winning. You just go down to the next one, so it’s
tiring. The second part is probably the hardest. You
have four black belts standing around you, and each
takes turns running towards you with a punch. You
wouldn’t know whose turn it was so you must be on
lookout. And then there’s twenty techniques called
one step, which is twenty different takedowns to
defend against a punch. I had to do all of them
from 1 to 20 in a row. At the end, the Master instructed me to lift the heaviest individual present. That was
Sunny, who weighed 220-pounds. When I lifted him,
the Master told me to lift longer and longer. It was a
very difficult task.
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I held him for maybe 5 seconds and the Master was
satisfied. The next part, the 3rd part, was a weapons
test. There were three different weapons: a knife, a
tomahawk, and a gunstock-work-club. You were
required to demonstrate action for all three of them.
These weren’t the plastic training weapons that we
usually use in class. These were the actual weapons
that were unsheathed, so you had to be careful and
maintain your control. The Master expressed that
speed would come later and that control was
what he wanted to see. Yeah, that was the third
portion of the test.
C: Wow, that sounds very intense!
D: And then the next part was an essay that you had
to write about values. 4 questions.
C: Wow? So were you exhausted after this?
D: Yes.
C: I can only imagine. Is there a higher level to go
after this?
D: Yes. After black belt, the Master says that
black is like the great mystery. It’s like starting
over again. And after that you gain stripes. In some
Asian martial arts this is called “dan”. But in this one
they call them feathers. You can gain four feathers, I
think. They stand for the four directions. Some
martial arts, like Tai Kwon Do, have something like
20 belts. This one only has four. This is meant to
honour the four directions, which is important to
First Nation’s culture. The number four comes up a
lot; four and seven. Seven is for the seven grandfather teachings, which are values that are common to
a lot of world religions. Things like honesty, humility,
and truth. I can’t remember all of them. My Master
would make me do extra push-ups when I did not
remember (laughs).

C: Good for you. How does participating in
this Martial Art impact your mental health?
D: I would say that it’s very good physically
because it gets me out of the house. Sometimes I don’t feel like doing much, but it’s a
commitment that I have made.That makes
me want to keep doing it. Also, to do the
tasks, you need to come regularly to class. I
have class three times a week. It’s helping me
stay active, develop myself, and push myself
physically and mentally, to learn new things
and learn about the culture of the original
people that were here. It’s been very rewarding for me. I would recommend it to anyone
suffering from mental health issues; it will
give you some structure that you may need.
C: And for those readers wondering, how can
they try this sport?
D: They are more than welcome to come out
and try it. It’s located at the Native Canadian
Cultural Centre, in downtown Toronto, at
Bloor and Spadina. It’s about a block north,
on the west side of Spadina. If you get to
Spadina Station, just walk north and you’ll
see it. The Native Canadian Cultural Centre
has a big totem pole, so it’s easily recognizable. If you come in on a Wednesday or
Saturday, you’re free to drop in. Classes are
pretty affordable; it costs only 40 dollars per
month for three classes per week. That’s
approximately 3 dollars per class, so it’s very
affordable.
C: That’s great. Thank you for sharing this
with all of us, David!
D: No problem.

C: Interesting! So how far are you able to get?
D: Well, the teacher has seven, I think. And right
now the student with the most has 4. I don’t know if
you can get above four. So, there’s four to seven;
there’s more room to grow.
C: And do you intend to continue on?
D: Yes, I do.
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“How has progress place
changed my
life?
I’d like to begin
by painting a
picture of my
days before
coming to the
clubhouse:
they
were long,
isolated, and
gloomy.”

I was depressed and self-medicating with alcohol in
the months leading up to my intake. I spent almost
all of my time alone and self-destructively spiraling.
I would impulsively decide to stop taking my
medications, which is risky for someone who can
go into a psychotic mania quickly when unmedicated. I was progressively drinking larger and larger
amounts, at times even to the point of passing out.
I believed that my emotional pain entitled me to it,
but, in actuality, it was irresponsibility in every
sense of the word. I knew that I needed to stop. I
also needed something productive and fulfilling to
do with my time. I hadn’t worked in two years. I
was barely going to school, enrolled only in one
course. I needed something more self-directed and
recovery focused; something consistent, and most
of all something that would help me feel productive. My psychiatrist mentioned Progress Place
during an appointment, as a possible good resource
for me. I had actually heard of it before but never
checked it out. I thought to myself that I might as
well give it a shot. I’m so grateful that I did. Since
becoming a member, I have made leaps and bounds
forward. I am no longer drinking, and have stopped
impulsively going off medication. I have made new
friends, and even met my boyfriend at Progress
Place. I was recently selected for Transitional
Employment, on account of my regular attendance
and my making a sincere effort to contribute to the
clubhouse environment. I am very excited to start
work. I am also beginning two courses at school - a
heightened load. There is no way that I’d be able to
take any of this on if it weren’t for the sense of
confidence and accomplishment that I get from
being a part of the Progress Place community. I am
blown away by the changes I have noticed in
myself in these past months. How has the
Clubhouse changed my life? It has given me a new
sense of life and purpose, and that is truly something to smile about.
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The History and Purpose
Adults Programming at

of Young

BY DAVID B.
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The clubhouse movement originated in the 1950’s in New York
City. It has since spread
across the world, supporting
adults living with mental illness.
In recent years, we have seen that
many clubhouses have put more
focus on attracting and engaging
young adults (YAs) (ages 18- 30)
as they saw the average age of
membership increase. In 2009,
Progress Place Toronto became
one of these clubhouses. There
are many reasons to focus on this
age group, which will be reviewed
in this article; we’ll also review
the challenges Progress Place
faces to attract and sustain YAs,
the implementation and history
of the YA program, the current
programming, and ideas for the
future.

Challenges Young Adults
Face
In 2009, 11 million adults aged 18
or older in the United States
reported having serious mental
illness in the past year, and the
highest percentage among any
age group was adults between
ages 18-25 (Substance Abuse and
Mental Health Services Administration, [SAMDSA], 2010).
These people are at high risk for
poor outcomes, including dropping out of school or college,
increased involvement with the
criminal justice system, and
unemployment. According to Ivo
Jirgala, a first floor unit young
adult representative at Progress
Place, “When youth outgrow
youth mental health services,
they often don’t connect with
adult mental health services to
help them reach their goals.”
Despite this age group having the
highest mental illness rate, there
is a lack of transition services
(youth to adult) available to
support them (Psychiatric Reha-

bilitation Journal, 2012). “The
maximum weakness and discontinuity in the system occurs just
when it should be at its strongest.” (Dr. Patrick McGorry,
Medical Journal of Australia,
2007). Only a fraction of youth
with mental health issues receive
the supports and interventions
they need for their mental illnesses (Mental Health Commission of
Canada).
Young adults face many challenges without having the added
challenge of a mental
illness. These include finding a
career; pursuing education;
finding meaning in life; finding
people to socialize with; living on
their own for the first time; and
becoming financially independent, just to name a few.
Typically, young adults need help
reaching these goals. Add in to
that a mental illness, and a lot of
help is needed. Youth who do not
get treatment become: “More
vulnerable and less resilient over
time.” (Brenda Wattie, Canadian
Mental Health Association Ontario Children and Youth
Reference Group).
Young adults see themselves
working and pursuing life dreams
rather than a life involved with
the mental health system. The
goal is for YAs to lead independent and fulfilling lives; but they
also need help achieving these
goals (Psychiatric Rehabilitation
Journal, 2012).

Ivo Jirgala
Reflects on
Challenges that
Progress Place,
a Toronto
Clubhouse,
had to Attract
and Sustain
Young Adults

Historically, clubhouses did have
a representative number of young
adults compared to other age
groups. However, clubhouse
membership is voluntary and
without time limits, and
a number of members stay
connected with the clubhouse for
many years. As the clubhouse
ages, the average age of membership rises. In 2007, the average
age of membership at Progress
Place was 47. This is quite high,
considering the onset of mental
illness tends to be in late teens
and early twenties.
If people get involved in the
Clubhouse earlier on, they have a
better chance of winning the
battle against their illness by
gaining allies, resources, and
opportunities. I’ve heard more
than one member say to me that
they wish they found out about
Progress Place earlier. We don’t
want people losing out
on years of support.
Young members may be prone to
come and go fast, and their need
for support may be more transitional and more immediate than
most. Some may very well benefit
from clubhouse membership for
long years to come, while others
may just need a month or two to
help them reach the next step. In
any case, finding Progress Place
early on can be a major step in
the right direction for many
young adults who are suffering
from mental illness.
“I was nervous to attend my first
young adults meeting, but when I
met everyone I felt much more
comfortable!”
- A Progress Place Young Adult
member
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Implementation and History of the Young Adults
Program
In 2008, Progress Place sent
colleague training team, Ryan
Bowden (former first floor staff
member), Cafe unit member Jane
B., and a few others to New York
City’s Fountain House Clubhouse
for three weeks of training.
Fountain House had a thriving
Young Adults program, and Ryan
and the team learned about and
adapted their model to see if it
would succeed at Progress Place.
Young Adults events and activities are “hosted” by our 18 to
30-year-old members, but
welcome members of all ages.
The initial stage of the program
was focused on development.
Young Adults staff and members
met once a week to discuss what
the program would look like.
Ryan Bowden described to me
the areas on which they focused.
In summary, they focused heavily
on education action plans
because many YAs either just
finished high school or tried post
secondary but had to leave for
some reason. Also, they focused
on socialization because many
YAs wanted to meet people of
similar age and with similar
experiences; often the similarity
was the mental health piece. The
third thing they did was take
away formal diagnoses as a
requirement for membership.
This is because after some
research, and talking to a leading
doctor, they found that doctors
are less likely to give diagnoses
under the age of 25. This way,
YAs are not pigeon-holed into a
diagnosis too soon. Progress
Place did not want to create a
barrier to young adults without a
formal diagnosis. Through such

adjustments to our program
criteria, and by trial and error,
the program was established. The
next step was actually attracting
these Young Adults.
Staff and clubhouse members put
together a presentation to
promote the program and
presented it to hospitals and any
other organization that would
take them. Over time, more
people began to show up. Young
Adults representative, Jessica
Ardiel, comments on the growth:
“In the time that I have been at
the clubhouse, I have seen our
young adult population grow and
our young adult programming
strengthen. This has been made
possible by the hard working and
enthusiastic members and staff.”
Ryan also attributed the success
to Young Adult leaders who step
up to be mentors and help other
Young Adult members intregrate
into the programs. The YA
program at Progress Place has
come a long way since 2008, and
it continues to grow today.

Current
Programming and
Future Steps
As for the current programming
for Young Adults: each unit has a
Young Adults representative staff
member. Carina Fung is one such
member on the café unit and
describes her role: “My responsibility as a young adult rep is to
engage and encourage the young
adult members on my unit to get
involved in the work of the unit
and the young adult programming and initiatives. When a new
young adult member joins the
café unit, I welcome them and
spend some time getting to know
who they are, what their interests are, and what brought them

to Progress Place. I introduce
them to other Young Adults
members and staff.
“The young adults program has
helped me to know and discover
myself, develop relationships
with my peers and heal me
physically, emotionally, spiritually, intellectually, and socially.”
-Donna G.
Tuesdays, from 12pm to 1pm, is
the Young Adults lunch. Here
members have a chance to catch
up with other members their age
and also welcome newcomers to
the clubhouse. Conversation is
focused around pop culture,
youth employment opportunities, future project ideas, and
what’s happening that week.
Members brainstorm and plan
fun outings like, boat rides,
hiking, theatres, bowling, and
much more.
Also on Tuesdays, Young Adult
members lead tours for prospective new Young Adult members.
The prospective members have
the opportunity to do their
intake the very same day, and
also to attend the Young Adult
lunch to get acquainted right
away. This was implemented
because the long intake process
was a barrier to membership.
Other events include the Young
Adults education and employment dinner every second
Thursday of each month. These
dinners always have a topic and
create your own food theme, as
well as music and icebreakers.
This was a new initiative implemented as of January 2018.
There are also Young Adults
specific tasks incorporated into
the work ordered day. An example of this is the wheel of wellness, creatively designed using a
bike wheel and wooden stand.
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The wheel of wellness is used
once a week to randomly select a
healthy goal for the week and is
published in the Pipeline, our
weekly newsletter. Another
example of Young Adults work is
this very newsletter.
A recent evening/weekend
activity for Young Adults was the
Audio Drama. One of our Young
Adults members had written a
play and shared it during the YA
lunch. Due to the interest from
her fellow YA members, the
Audio Drama was born. Members and a YA rep gathered to
voice act, record, and edit each
episode.

for Young Adults
aging out of the youth sector.
Generally, the staff are always
looking for new and exciting
things to do.
If you are a Young Adult
(between the ages of 18-30) who
is living with mental illness and
this sounds like something you
might be interested in, please get
in contact with us. Progress Place
is a communty that wants to
help. All you have to do is to
reach out and join.

“The Young Adults lunch gathering allowed me to meet new
young adults my age. One really
fun activity we did this summer
was going on a boat cruise. I
enjoyed myself and so did my
peers.”
- A Progress Place Young adult
member
There are two graffiti walls in the
clubhouse. One is in a meeting
room and the other in the DJ
booth. These were spray-painted
by YA members, who partnered
with artists from an organization
called Unity. Another artistic
venture was through a partnership with Vibe Arts to create two
murals that will be displayed on
Earth Day 2019 in subways across
Toronto.

The History and
Purpose of Young
Adults Programming
at Progress Place

There is a lot for Young Adults to
do at Progress Place. The
program has grown plenty in the
ten years that it has been around,
but there is still room for
improvement.
Administratively, Progress Place
is looking for a formal partnership with other YA programs in
the city, to be a referral source
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